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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the Institute.

Provenance: Unknown

Property rights: The Institute for Regional Studies owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the Institute.

Citation: [Identification of item]. New Salem Holstein Breeding Circuit Programs (SC 749), Institute for Regional Studies, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Idea first proposed by North Dakota Agricultural College professor J.H. Shepperd, circuit actually founded in 1910 at New Salem, N.D. Purpose was to begin cooperative breeding of dairy cattle and educate dairy cattle owners. Cattle within the circuit were tested and listed on an accredited list.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

Programs of third annual tour (1923) and fourth annual tour (1924) and picnic. Each brochure contains a brief history of the circuit, the 1924 brochure includes a chart of members briefly illustrating their family relationship.

BOX AND FOLDER LIST

Programs of third annual tour (1923) and fourth annual tour (1924) and picnic. Each brochure contains a brief history of the circuit, the 1924 brochure includes a chart of members briefly illustrating their family relationship.